


COTES REXALL PHARMACY

Mr. Cotes has owned this., pharmacy for ten years. He > 
is; the sole proprietor. The main thrust of the pharmacy was, 
home care and prescriptions. It has become the largest inde
pendently owned pharmacy in a medium sized town. Mr, Cotes em
ployees. three fulltime clerks, two part-time clerks and a man
ager-pharmacist. Mrs. Cotes is the part-time bookeeper. The 
basic store layout, drawn to approximate scale, follows in Ex
hibit I.

Exhibit I STORE LAYOUT
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A. Magazines;
B. Fountain
C* Miscellaneous ( Other)
D. Tobacco
E. Card and Party
F. Prescriptions
G. Men' a Cosmetics;
H. Gifts,
I. Miscellaneous

(Health and Beauty)
J. Women* s. Cosmetics

Mr. Cotes, expressed concern over the lagging sales 
volume of the last five years (see Exhibit II). " A  store of 
this size in a town of this population should be generating a 
$500,000 a year sales volume. The thrust of my business, was 
changed to reflect the idea of a full service drug store. I 
offer cosmetics, card and party.goods, health and beauty aids, 
gifts and other miscellaneous items in addition to sevicing 
the pharmacy customers with ambulatory needs, medical and me
dicinal needs and delivery of prescriptions.11

The pharmacy has begun a service on a volume basis: to 
nursing homes in the area. He is supplying the daily prescrip
tion needs of the people in these homes. He feels that this; 
will boost the level of prescription sales#. His immediate need 
is an. evaluation of the nonprescription sales. nI can not seem

This case was prepared by Sidney Evans, an MBA student, of 
Creighton University as a basis for classroom discussion rather 
than to illustrate either effective ot ineffective handling of 
an administrative situation.
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Exhibit II INCOME STATEMENT

m i -1972 1971
Net Sales $256,000 $261,000 $262,000
Cost of Goods Sold 160,000 164,000 163,000
Gross Profit 96,000 97,000 99,000
Operating Expense 80,000 78,000 72,000
Operating Income 16,000 19,000 27,000

BALANCE SHEET 
1973 1972’ 1971

Current Assets-
Cash.. $ 1,300 $ 1,400 $ 1,800
Acc* Rec. 700 700 1,000
Inventory 46,300 50,300 50,400

Total 48,300 52,400 53,200
Fixed Assets
Store Equipt, 37,500 37,000 36,000
Autos 6,800 6,500 5,000
Less Accum. Depr. 39,300 36,000 33,000

Total 5,000 7,500 7,000
Current Liab. 24,000 23,000 23,000'
Long Term Liab.

y 1 ‘ - 14,000 13,200 22> 300
Proprietor1s Equity 15,000 16,700 14,900

to identify any specific problem area. I know my fountain does 
not produce a large sales, volume but a drug store needs a foun
tain. I feel that I have been meeting the needs of customers 
but my record on. paper does, not seem to support that idea. I 
am always- scanning the stock in my store and. comparing it to 
what I know my customers, wnat to buy and have been buying. A 
few months ago a local marketing research firm conducted a sur
vey (see Exhibit III). I have read it and the survey does not 
seem to offer any answers to my marketing problem."

Sales records; by department as. they correspond to the 
keys on the registers were only available for the last three 
years (see Exhibit IV). "As you can see the largest volume of 
sales are rung on the miscellaneous key. I estimate that the 
largest percent of these sales are health and beauty aids. My 
highest profit margin is. in the card and party goods, gifts, 
cosmetics, and miscellaneous goods sales. The other items for



Exhibit III
- >

EXCERPTS FROM THE SURVEY

Where do you purchase most of your medications.?7 
A* Cotes Rexall Pharmacy (50?$)
B«- Crestview. Drugs (06?$)
C. A Chain. Drug Store (44?$)
Are you aware that Cotes Rexall Pharmacy delivers prescriptions 
to your door?
A# Yes (41?$)
B* Mo (59?$)
Do you think that products, at Cotes Rexall Pharmacy are competi
tively priced??
A. Yea (66
Be Mo (34?$)
Are you aware that cotes Rexall Pharmacy features convalescent 
aids, such as wheel chairs/?:1
Ae Yea (23?$)
Be Mo (77?$)
Have you been into Cotes Rexall Pharmacy within, the last three
months? i
A. Yes (70?$)
B. Ho (30?$)
Do you feel that Cotea Rexall Pharmacy has most or nearly all 
tfye medication you require?
A» Yes. (93?$)
B. Mo (07?$)

Exhibit IV SALES BY DEPARTMENT
1972 1973 1974

Card and Party S 11»500 S 12,600 9 9,500
Gifts — ._a— 9,400 10,900
Miscellane ous 108,700 92.200 65,000
Cosmetics 3,900 6,300 5,700
Magazines, 3,400 3,800 2,900
Tobacco 8,500 7,100 5,600
Fountain 4,800 6,000 4,900
Prescriptions 120,200 118,600 94,500
(a)
(b)

The gift sales were included in. the miscellaneous sales in 
1972.
These are sales, for the first nine months of 1974»



sale only produce a very low profit margin and it is a conve
nience to my customers for me to carry these items.”

The accounts payable ledger (see Exhibit V) is posted 
as each order is received and v/hen payment is made to the sup- 
lier. ”1 hire a service to take the inventory for my finan
cial statement. Inventoring my entire store is such a time 
consuming venture that I can only have an inventory taken once 
a year.

I advertise in our newspaper weekly. The same layout 
is used each week. I provide the newspaper with slicks of the 
products to use on the ad. The basic layout advertises the de
livery of prescriptions, and the availability of convalescent 
aids in my store. I feel that I have a good ad. we are able 
to include a sampling of most of tne products: we carry through
out the year. My ad covers 2/3 of a page. A logo at the top 
of the page emphasis the full service aspect of my store.”

Exhibit V ACCOUNTS PAYABLE LEDGER
Koleman’ s Druggest Supply Co. page 30

Date Receipts Payment Discount Balance

01/10/74 $300.00 — $300.00
01/18/74 — $296.00 $ 6.00 —
02/15/74 500.00 — — 500.00
02/23/74 — 490.00 10.00 —
03/25/74 250.00 - — 250.00
04/02/74 - 245.00 5.00 -



COTES REXALL PHARMACY 
Teaching Mote

Objectives, of the Case
This case illustrates that any marketing effort must 

begin at the source problems. The use of this case points out 
that basic data must first be collected at the source of the 
problem and must be collected in a manner that will permit use
ful analysis. Data must be collected in a manner that leads, to 
analysis of the most relevant aspects of a business.
Issues, of Significance

The use of marketing research should have been pre
cluded by a more through analysis and basic data gathering from 
those sources that are readily available. Those sources should 
include relevant sales, data collection, a tighter inventory con
trol procedure and measurement of advertising effectiveness,.
This, case is an illustration, of an ineffective use of marketing 
research in. problem solving. It also points, out that relevant, 
data collection, and sound control procedures are necessary for 
a fruitful analysis, of sales problems*
Student Prerequisitea

A student using this. case should have a prior or con
secutive basic marketing principles course. A student should 
be able to recognize that all marketing analysis begins with an 
analysis of all available business data and prior development 
of relevant business, data.
Classification by Subject Areas

This case may be used for illustration in. the areas, 
of marketing research, retailing, or merchandising.
Analysis

The proprietor failed to recognize that, his past data 
collection, efforts have not produced much relevant data that 
would aid in the futher analysis- of the causes of his stable 
sales volume. The use of marketing research produced little 
additional usable information. A lack of inventory control is 
apparent• No dollar inventory analysis is used for any analysis 
nor is the advertising effectiveness measured by inventory con
trol.

This teaching note was prepared by Sidney Evans, an MBA student, 
of Creighton. University.



Not all the major departments of the store are allo
cated keys on the registers. Three keys are allocated for 
fountain., tobacco and magazines while a major section of the 
miscellaneous department is ignored. Mr. Cotes states that 
health, and beauty aids are the largest percent of the miscel- 
laneoua sales.

The departments in the store are not analyzed as. to the 
individual contribution to sales volume and profit. A solution 
to the lagging sales cannot be seen on an overall basis, but only 
on an analysis of the individual department merchandise. A com
plete inventory of the store or any department is only taken at 
year end. The owner takes only a view of the merchandise in a 
department throughout the remainder of 'the year until an inven
tory is taken again at year end. The departments carry diver
gent merchandise and a closer analysis is necessary., A depart
ment by department inventory turn would be an useful indicator 
of the marketability of each department. It is realized that a 
pharmacy contains numerous items, but since the store is broken 
into departments, the major departments could be inventoried 
more frequently.

The items advertised are only advertised with a con
cern. of advertising all the products of a full service drug 
store. The customer draw is not measured by an inventory of 
those products during the advertising period. The advertising 
dollars are not being spent for customer draw but seem to be 
public, relations expenses only. The delivery of prescriptions 
and availability of convalescent aids was not known•by a major
ity of the respondents. These points are covered in every ad
vertisement.
Recommendations

It was not recognized by Mr. Cotea that the miscel
laneous health and beauty items as a data collection point were 
more important than the separate collection, of magazine and to
bacco sales data. The labels on. the keys can be changed with
out additional expense. A labeling change would better repre
sent the floor space that is allocated for the merchandise that 
represents a large volume of the total sales.

The merchandise in. each of the departments represents 
a variety of profit and inventory turnovers. An inventory of 
any department divided into its. net sales, would give an estimate 
of the inventory turn. The main departments of gifts, card and 
party, cosmetics, health and beauty could be inventoried on a 
rotating basis, throughout the year. The figures would be posted 
into a department ledger. The inventory at year end should be 
tEileen and recorded on a department basis and posted as such into 
the department ledger. When, an inventory is periodically tEiken, 
it would be posted into the ledger. The cost of goods sold di
vided by the average inventory would yield a better inventory



turn, application.
A continual appraisal of the advertising effectiveness; 

should he undertaken. Routine inventory counts should he taken, 
during a non-advertised time period. Advertising dollars should 
be spent on those items, which increase sales volume. The same 
layout each week induced the consumer to overlook the advertis
ing particulars. A periodic layout change may help the consum
er to notice advertising particulars.
Discussion Questions.
Were all the possible areas of analysis using company data that 
could be developed exhausted?
Has Mr. Cotes, collected his. sales data to reflect information, 
from all major sales areas??
Is., there any evidence of continual inventory control?"
Can. the existing accounts payable ledger be used as a base for 
another ledger that can yield inventory turn figures on some
thing other than a company-by-company basis?’

I
Has advertising, effectivenesa been measured?
What did the survey tell Mr. Cotes concerning advertising ef
fectivenesa??
Are advertising dollar a being spent for customer draw, purposes??


